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Fluff is for Pillows, Not Legal Writing
3 hour program Agenda

Distilling legal documents to their most basic elements is the key to creating an effective 
persuasive legal writing. The problem is…it's not so easy to achieve. Join the "CLE Performer" 
Stuart Teicher, Esq., as he teaches us how to make our legal writings clear, concise and direct. 
 Get down and dirty with some technicalities of sentence structure, get the lowdown on Stuart's 
"Shortwriting" method for reducing long sentences, and get the skinny on "the only punctuation 
you'll ever need to know."  

I. Introduction: THE MPH Approach: Mindset, Process and Habits — 20 minutes 

A. Understanding the proper Mindset

1. Having the courage to do things differently
2. Making things manageable
3. Understanding Readability

B. Adopting the proper Process

1. Writing has Three parts: Thinking, Organizing, and Executing

II. Writing Part #1: Thinking — 10 minutes

A. The ROMA Acronym: Role, Objective, Medium, Audience

B. Giving the circus some purpose: 

1. What is your Role
2. Creating purpose-driven document: What are the client objectives?  Is there a story?

C. Become intimate with the facts by “OWN”-ing the matter

III. Writing Part #2: Organizing 

A. It’s not strange if you arrange: Making sense of the critical information — 10 minutes
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B. The Production Order — 10 minutes

1. Mind Map: Organize by getting visual
2. Annotated Bibliography
3. Outline: Converting the visual to writing
4. “Doggie Draft” Rough Draft
5. Final Draft

IV. Writing Part #3: Execution

A. Why lawyers are verbose — 10 minutes

B. How “Plain English” is the fix for legal writing- 45 minutes total (Just over 5 minutes for 
each point below)

1. Legal writing in a clear, concise, and direct manner

2. Key Grammar issues for lawyers

3. Getting rid of the fluff- how to cut down Circumlocution

4. Word Strings in the law — which should go and which should stay?

5. How to shorten your writing without losing legal meaning: Learn “Peripatetic 
Rehabilitation” for fixing fluffy sentences

6. Fun with sentence structure- woo hoo! Victory through Variation

7. The importance of Tone

8. Some out of the Box tips

V. The anatomy of a persuasive legal document — understanding CIREAC —15 minutes 

VI. The Ethics of Writing and Communication (1 hour total, broken down as follows)

A. Lying and Misrepresentation: “The Fab Five of Attorney Lies”— Rules 8.1, 7.1, 4.1, 3.3, 
& 8.4 — 25 minutes

B. Communication: Rules 1.4 — 10 Minutes
C. The Anti-Bullying Rules: Understanding the ethical boundaries of advocacy: Rules 3.1 

3.4, & 4.4 — 25 minutes
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